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Getting Bosh to play CS:GO

In a land much like our own, 3 friends Verb Past Tense together, Verb Present ends in ING

Noun Plural whenever they wanted. Their names were Veorge, Bosh and Hiras. Veorge had an extensive

collection of Noun Plural that he would often Verb Base Form . Hiras had the least number of

Noun Plural from the trio, but he would actually Verb Base Form most of his to a non-autistic play

time. Now we come to Bosh. My God...Bosh was so Adjective when it came to Noun Plural ! He

had more than Hiras, but less the Veorge. However, the only one he would ever Verb Base Form was Team

Fortress 2. He was so addicted to it that he even made Noun Plural about it, like a little Noun .

Veorge and Hiras knew they had to do something and do something fast, so they came up with a master plan to

get Bosh to play CS:GO; a game he religiously Verb Past Tense for no good reason at all. All Hiras had to

do was hack into Bosh's PC, but that was easier said than done, because Bosh was no computer insult 

such as noob or weeb or whatever . He knew of Hiras' hacking abilities and would even acuse Hiras of his computer's

natural glitches. Veorge came up with a better plan though. Not only was hacking illegal, but if the duo had to

tell the tale (much like now), it may end up being way too Verb Present ends in ING for the listeners.

Veorge's plan was much more Adjective . All they had to do was Verb Base Form into Bosh's house

and while he was Verb Base Form , access his Steam account and download CS:GO within Number

minutes (Bosh had fast internet speed in gigabits per second internet speeds).



The night came and Hiras and Veorge were in their Noun . Hiras was wearing his clothing and

food flavoured boots, while Veorge was wearing a carbon copy of Bosh's Noun mask. They

chucked a 5mm grappling hook round Bosh's windowsill and Verb Past Tense upwards. They

Adverb opened his 20m window and Verb Past Tense inside. Bosh's room was of moderate size

with books like 'Peter Rabbit's stupid Noun lying around the place. There was even an inflatable

Noun in the corner! In no time at all, Veorge spotted Bosh's computer and Verb Past Tense over to

it while Hiras followed close behind. Hiras Verb Past Tense the on button and the machine wurred into life.

Stunned at the noise, Hiras tried to quieten the beast by placing his Part of Body over the fan grill, but to

no avail. Veorge said "Don't be such a insult !" and pulled Hiras away from the PC. Veorge looked

round and confirmed that Bosh was still asleep. The boys looked at Bosh's PC, but saw that it appearing to do

anything. Hiras had been involved in many a lengthy conversation with Bosh and knew what the problem was. "

All we have to do is Verb Base Form it off and on again at least Number times and it will work", he

Verb Past Tense in excitement. Veorge replied with a gentle nod and Hiras went ahead with the PC ritual,

as it were.

After Number minutes or so, the PC onomatopoeia into life and the desktop screen loaded. Veorge

loaded up Steam and hit install on CS:GO. They hid the install window and left the very way they came in. The

next day, Hiras and Veorge asked Bosh, "Do you want to play CS:GO?" to which Bosh replied "Nah, Son, I am

dissapoint" (spelt incorrectly on purpose). Bosh went to open Team Fortress 2, when he noticed that Counter

Strike:



Global Offensive was in white. "How on Earth had it been installed?" he wondered to himself. He took one look

at his mouse and lifted it to his Part of Body so he could smell it. "aHA! Veorge and Hiras..."

A onomatopoeia came to Hiras and Veorge's door the next day. Bosh was standing there with a crowbar

ready to beat his friends round the head. Fortunately, Veorge and Hiras had come prepared and used pepper

spray as soon as they saw Bosh standing before them. Bosh went to hospital and only played CS:GO after that

day.

The end.
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